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UFC 167 takes place on November 16.  If you tune in to the online prelims, you might see a familiar face.  

Anthony ‘The Recipe’ Lapsley will make his Octagon debut when he takes on fellow welterweight Jason 

High.  The former Indiana state champion wrestler has evolved his MMA game the past few years at 

American Top Team in Indianapolis under the tutelage of boxing coach Mark Lemerick, BJJ coach Carlos 

Diaz, along with honing his craft at the Lee Brothers Submission Academy in Fort Wayne.  Lapsley is 

riding a four fight winning streak and has won eight of his last nine fights, a big reason why he got a call 

from the UFC in October. 

From the time he got the call to fight night, it will just over five weeks.  Lapsley says that’s plenty of time 

to get ready for his opponent.  He was already in shape, and is always mentally ready to fight. “My 

gameplan is to do what I need to do in the cage.  Fight my fight.”  Lapsley (22-5) feels if he does that, it 

doesn’t matter what High (17-4) brings to the cage.   

Lapsley has been training for his UFC debut at the legendary Jackson’s MMA in Alburquerque through 

longtime friend and training partner and UFC fighter Bubba McDaniel.  Lapsley says it has “been like a 

family” from the moment he walked into the door.  He’s felt comfortable and has been working hard.  

Rolling with the likes of former WEC and UFC Interim Welterweight Champion Carlos Condit, Donald 

Cerone, Andrei Arlovski, John Dodson, Leonard Garcia, and others, an experience he calls “has been 

second to none.”     

 

Anthony Lapsley (left) with longtime friend and training partner Bubba McDaniel 



Lapsley has fought for several promotions throughout his seven year MMA career, including Bellator and 

King of the Cage (where he was a Welterweight Champion).  Is he concerned about the so-called 

“Octagon Jitters”, especially fighting on the UFC’s 20th anniversary card?  “All fights are the same”, he 

says. “I’m nervous before every fight, but once the cage door closes, it’s on.”  He’s looking forward to 

the opportunity to show UFC fans what Midwest MMA fans have known all along.  Anthony Lapsley 

continues to evolve in all aspects of MMA, soaking up everything he learns like a sponge, and turning 

into a recipe for success on fight night. 


